THE MINERAL INDUSTRY OF

ESTONIA
By Richard M. Levine 1

Estonia's mineral industry consisted primarily of mining oil
shale, peat, and industrial minerals, including clays,
limestone, and sand and gravel. Phosphate mining in Estonia
had recently ceased because of environmental concerns. Oil
shale was a major source of energy, but its use was causing
serious environmental problems.
In 1994, Estonia reported its first increase in gross
domestic product (GDP) in 4 years, with GDP increasing 4%
compared with 1993, while industrial output reportedly
increased 7% compared with 1993.2
Estonia was experiencing major pollution problems from
its two oil shale burning powerplants near the northeastern
town of Narva, which utilize local oil shale. These two
powerplants emitted more sulfur dioxide than all other
sources in Estonia combined. In addition, there were serious
problems with groundwater pollution from oil shale mining,
as well as environmental problems associated with
radioactive and other wastes stored at former Soviet military
installations.
During the past 3 years, there has been a fivefold increase
in environmental assistance to Estonia, mostly from nearby
Denmark, Sweden, and Finland, and also Switzerland.
Sweden has assisted in establishing a study site in Tallinn
and another in Malmo to monitor acid rain and pollution of
the Baltic Sea.3
Experts from Estonia, Finland, Russia, Sweden, and the
United States began discussing the best technologies for
dismantling two nuclear reactors at a former Russian military
base in Paldiski, Estonia. Russia removed the fuel rods from
both reactors, and was scheduled to turn over the facilities to
Estonia in fall 1995.4 A group of specialists from Finland
went to Paldlski to treat radioactive water. Finland
reportedly was supplying funds to assist in the water
treatment.5
Safe storage of radioactive wastes is a matter of great
concern in Estonia. The depository at Saku is considered
substandard and studies are continuing of the facility at
Paldiski. Problems are also associated with the production of
uranium by the Silmet joint stock company in Sillamae. The
absence of a proper waste depository near the Finnish Gulf
and the town of Sillamae has been a problem for more than
50 years, according to Estonia's Economics Minister.6
Estonia set up a privatization company similar to the
Treuhandanstalt established in East Germany to auction off
its state-owned firms. In excess of 500 firms were slated to

be sold in 1994,7 and as of October, reportedly more than
78% of Estonian enterprises were privatized.8
Regarding fuel production, Estonia was the major producer
of oil shale in the former Soviet Union (FSU), producing
80% of the its total output. Eighty percent of the oil shale
was used for energy generation and the remaining 20% for
chemical production. About one-half of the oil shale was
mined from open pits and the other one-half from
underground mines, with five mines and three open pits in
operation. More than 60% of the ore underwent
beneficiation. The main consumers of oil shale were the
Pribaltiskiy and Estonskaya powerplants, the Kokhtla-Jarve
oil shale processing plant, the Kiviyli oil shale chemical
plant in the city of Slantsy in Russia, and a powerplant in
Kokhtla-Jarve. Estonia was experiencing serious
environmental problems because of its use of oil shale for
fuel in powerplants, but good economic alternatives to its use
of oil shale were unavailable.
Regarding other fuels, the Estonian joint-stock gas
company reportedly signed a contract with Russia's major
gas firm, Gazprom, to supply Estonia with all of its needs for
natural gas in 1995. Estonia, unlike the two other Baltic
states of Latvia and Lithuania, reportedly did not have any
problem with Gazprom concerning unpaid debts.9
The Silmet joint-stock company in Sillamae had been
supplying the nuclear industry of the FSU and its successor
states with uranium for almost 50 years. The enterprise
employed 1,500 persons. At present, Silmet's main output
reportedly is niobium and tantalum, several rare-earth metals,
and strategic powder mixtures. Silmet's main consumers were
the military and atomic energy sectors. The Estonian
Privatization agency, the Economics Ministry, and the
Finance Ministry reportedly were holding negotiations
concerning the privatization of Silmet. At the same time,
specialists from the Scandinavian countries were studying
environmental safety issues at Sillamae. According to
Estonia's Economics Minister, an earlier arrangement
privatizing Silmet was declared void and illegal.10
Regarding industrial minerals, ground phosphate for direct
application had been produced at the Maardu deposit east of
Tallinn, but had ceased both as a result of depletion and the
serious environmental effects of phosphate mining. Plans
were being considered to develop two new deposits, the
Tools and Kabala, in the Rakvere area, but no decision had
been made to develop these deposits because of serious
environmental concerns.
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Estonia, which has a 1,939-kilometer (km) Baltic coastline
to the west, is bounded on the east by Russia and to the south
by Latvia. The major maritime ports are Tallinn and Parnu.
The inland port of Narva is on the Narva River, which flows
into the Gulf of Finland less than 80 km from Narva. As of
1990, Estonia had 1,030 km of rail lines and 30,300 km of
highways, of which 29,200 km are hard surfaced. Pipelines
supply oil and natural gas from Russia.
Issues involving ethnicity in the FSU have been factors in
both domestic policy formulation and in relations with other
states of the FSU. Ethnically, the population of Estonia as of
1989 reportedly was 61.5% Estonian, 30.3% Russian,
3.17% Ukrainian, 1.8% Belarussian, 1.1% Finn, and 2.13%
other nationalities.
Among the Baltic states, Estonia alone has significant fuel
production from its oil shale and also has significant
phosphate reserves that could be of economic significance.
However, both of these industries pose serious environmental
problems, and their future would depend on a resolution of
these problems. If adequate solutions were not found, then
Estonia would be left with mineral industries similar to the
other Baltic states, mainly peat mining and construction
materials. If solutions can be found, then Estonia would be
able to continue supplying a much larger percentage of its
fuel requirements than the other Baltic countries and also
could become a phosphate exporter.
As the Baltic state closest to Scandinavia and also on the
western border of the FSU, Estonia is well positioned to
develop economic ties with northern Europe, as well as with
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Russia and the other Baltic states. Estonia's economic ties
will depend not only on its own process of economic
transformation, but also on those occurring in the
neighboring countries of the FSU. Estonia's future economic
ties also will depend to some extent both on political and
economic decisions in the Scandinavian and other European
countries regarding the amount of assistance and cooperation
to be given to the Baltic countries for integrating their
economies with the market economies of Western Europe and
on the activities of foreign investors in developing industries
in these countries.
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TABLE 1
ESTONIA: ESTIMATED PRODUCTION OF MINERAL COMMODITIES 1/ 2/
(Metric tons unless otherwise specified)
Commodity
1992
1993
Amnonia, nitrogen content
117,000
100,000
Cement
600,000
500,000
Clays:
For bricks
million cubic meters
100,000
90,000
For cement
70,000
60,000
Oil shale
20,000,000
19,000,000
Peat, for fuel
600,000
600,000
Sand and gravel
cubic meters
15,000,000
14,000,000
Silica sand, industrial
do.
30,000
25,000
1/ Previously publised and 1994 data are rounded by the U.S. Bureau of Mines to three significant digits.
2/ Table comprised of estimates based on information available as of May 29, 1995.

1994
100,000
500,000
90,000
60,000
19,000,000
600,000
14,000,000
25,000

TABLE 2
ESTONIA: STRUCTURE OF THE MINERAL INDUSTRY FOR 1994
(Thousand metric tons unless otherwise specified)
Commodity
Amnonia, nitrogen content

Major operating companies
Kohtla-Jarve nitrogenous
fertilizer plant
Punane-Kunda plant
Puane and Kunda deposits
Estonslanets associations,
includes seven mines, four
open pits, and five
beneficiation plants
388 deposits under exploitation

Cement
Limestone, for cement
Oil shale

Peat

Phosphate rock
Sand, for glass
Sand and gravel

cubic meters

Do.

Do.

Do.

e/ Estimated.

NA Not available.

Maardu (operation, apparently
suspended)
Piuza deposit
Production at more than 700
deposits, largest enterprises:
Silikat association exploiting
Tallinn deposit
Akhtmeskiy industrial materials
complex exploiting Panyarve
deposit
Vyrukivi plant exploiting
Abissaare, Koryusmyae,
Pyussa-palu deposits
Tartu construction materials
plant exploiting Vooremyagi
and Kukemetsa deposits

Location of main facilities
Kohtla-Jarve
Puane-Kunda
Puane-Kunda region
Kokhtla-Jarve

Annual capacity e/
50
1,500
NA

25,000
Production in all regions of
country, but major facilities
in northern and southeastern
part of country
Maardu
Southeastern part of country
Tallinn region

6,000
500
50

2,000,000
Pannyarve region
1,500,000
Southeastern part of country
1,500,000
Tartu region
800,000

